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A molecular multipole expansion treatment (up to hexadecapole) is examined for its accuracy in describing
hydrogen-bond electrostatic interactions, with particular reference to explaining the differences between blue-
shifted C-H‚‚‚O and red-shifted O-H‚‚‚O bonds. In interactions of H2O and CH4 with point charges at
hydrogen-bonding distances, we find that the molecular multipole treatment not only fails to reproduce ab
initio energies but also forces on OH or CH bonds, and therefore cannot properly account for the electrostatic
component of the interaction. A treatment based on a molecule’s permanent charge density and its derivatives
and the charge density and its derivatives induced by an external multipole distribution is in full accord with
ab initio results, as shown by application to models of the H2O-H2O and CH4-FH systems. Such a charge
density approach provides a fundamental basis for understanding the importance of interaction forces in initiating
structural change and thereby altering molecular properties.

Introduction

The extensive recent interest in the presence of C-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bonds in many different systems, and particularly in
the instances of observed and predicted (nontraditional) blue
shifts in its CH stretch frequencies, has generated a comparable
effort to understand the physical origin of this interaction and
why its spectroscopic behavior varies from that of the familiar
typical hydrogen bonds (e.g., OH‚‚‚O and NH‚‚‚O). Such
fundamental understanding is important, among other reasons,
in enabling the development of valid models for incorporating
the CH‚‚‚O interaction in physically accurate molecular me-
chanics energy functions.1

An underlying theme in understanding frequency shifts due
to hydrogen bonding, namely “that electrostatic [i.e., time-
invariant] interactions have a significant role”, was recognized
early,2 and the basic treatment of this interaction has been
elaborated.3 In the simple case of a molecule interacting with a
weak external homogeneous electric field, the interaction energy
is determined by energy-related molecular properties, namely
the molecular dipole moment and molecular dipole polariz-
abilities.3 However, molecular structure changes are triggered
by initial interaction forces,4 which are determined by force-
related molecular properties, such as the molecular dipole
derivatives and polarizability derivatives, and forces need to
be given equal attention in describing these interactions.
Different structure and spectroscopic changes, either in different
molecules or different bonds, originate from differences in these
related properties. For example, the CH and OH bonds of the
cis formic acid molecule have different dipole derivative
directions.5 When the molecule interacts with a very weak
homogeneous electric field, the initial force on the Cf H bond
is negative but is positive for the Of H bond, resulting in
bond shortening and a blue shift for CH and elongation and a
red shift for OH. On the other hand, the induced dipole

derivatives from the polarizability derivatives are always parallel
to the bonds, and thus the initial force on the CH bond becomes
positive at some large field strength when the positive force
from the induced dipole derivative overcomes the negative force
from the permanent dipole derivative. The analysis of the
interaction with the dipole field can be easily extended to higher
rank multipole fields. Since the interaction between the molecule
and the electric field is purely electrostatic, the classic calculation
gives a quite good prediction.3

However, in an actual hydrogen bonding case, the situation
is more complicated, not only because of the inhomogeneous
electric field from the acceptor molecule charge density that
acts on the donor molecule but also because of the presence of
other interactions that need to be included, e.g., exchange-
repulsive, dispersion, charge transfer, and intramolecular in-
trinsic (i.e., cross-term force constant) effects. Although the
electrostatic interaction has been an underlying premise in
theoretical approaches to explaining geometric and spectroscopic
changes in blue-shifting situations,5-19 the emphasis has varied,
from assigning a major initial role to this interaction5,6,11-16

(usually associated with accompanying exchange-repulsion5,13-16),
to viewing the formation of the hydrogen bond in terms of its
final structural and electronic impact on the donor molecule
(whether through a so-called two-step process,9,10 a balance
between hyperconjugation and rehybridization,17 or through
electron density difference maps7,8,16), and to implementing
perturbation treatments of the interaction energy.18,19As is clear
from an electrostatic/exchange-repulsive/intrinsic treatment of
the seven equilibrium structures of the formic acid dimer,15 a
very satisfactory accounting of the ab initio C-H‚‚‚O and
OH‚‚‚O results is possible. Although the blue-shifted hydrogen
bonds are not caused by electrostatic interactions alone, the
difference between blue- and red-shifted hydrogen bonds
originates mainly from these interactions. This perspective also
enables us to understand why no qualitative difference is found
between blue-shifted (CH) and red-shifted (OH) hydrogen-bond-
donor molecular electron density maps upon complexation:
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since both shifts in electron density result mainly from polariza-
tion interactions, which are similar, the density difference maps
are also expected to be similar.

Despite the success of the dipole and polarizability derivative
formulation of the electrostatic interaction,5,13-15 these are exact
only for an external dipole field and the first terms in the
multipole expansion treatment, and even though it has been
assumed that a complete expansion is a valid description for a
hydrogen bond,13,14,16 this has not been demonstrated. We
explore this question with a simple case, a molecule interacting
with a point charge distribution, taking water (a red shifting)
and methane (a blue shifting) as donor molecules, and putting
point charges at the water dimer acceptor molecule nuclear
positions and at the FH nuclear positions in CH4‚‚‚FH. Point
charges interacting with a donor molecule as a model of the
electrostatic interaction in a blue shifting hydrogen bond study
have been used recently,14 as well as in modeling molecular
polarizability.20 As in our earlier studies,5,15 and in the spirit of
Feynman4 that “Many of the problems of molecular structure
are concerned essentially with forces”, we focus on interaction
forces as well as energies. Although Stone’s distributed mul-
tipole analysis (DMA)3 model produces accurate interaction
energies, in the absence of appropriate distributed force-related
properties, i.e., multipole derivatives and polarizability deriva-
tives, it cannot properly account for interaction forces. Since a
suitable model of the latter kind is not presently available, we
first examine the characteristics and limitations of a description
based on molecular properties. (Note that forces are determined
by molecular derivatives: thus a force on a bond is in fact the
molecular dipole moment derivative with respect to the bond
coordinate.) We show that in a multipole expansion of the
molecular charge distribution (up to hexadecapole), force as well
as energy properties do not converge and thus that such an
expansion does not capture the full physics of the interaction.
With respect to energy, this has been noted before21 and
undoubtedly arises from the breakdown of the expansion when
the source of the electric fields (the charge) is too close to the
multipoles.

We have therefore explored another approach, a molecular
charge density formulation, which involves the interaction
between the electron system of the molecule and the external
point charge. Such electrostatic interactions involve at least four
basic properties of the molecular charge distribution: the
permanent charge density,F(r); the permanent charge density
derivatives, dF(r)/dλ, where λ is a Cartesian or internal
coordinate; the induced charge density,∆F(r); and induced
charge density derivatives d∆F(r)/dλ. This formulation results
in full agreement with the ab initio calculation of the molecule
at equilibrium structure with point charges and therefore
represents the complete and fundamental physical interaction.
Since dF(r)/dλ (which has been applied to a vibrational mode
coupling study22) can be represented by the molecular dipole
derivative when the molecule interacts with a homogeneous
electric field, we expect that d∆F(r)/dλ should behave in a
manner analogous to the induced dipole derivative. In this
connection, we discuss the extent to which the dipole and
polarizability derivative descriptions alone constitute a satisfac-
tory representation of the exact interaction and consider the
possibility that a distributed multipole and multipole derivative
model can furnish a more complete representation of the
electrostatic interactions.

Molecular Multipole Expansion Treatment

The electrostatic properties of a molecule are determined by
its interactions with external electric fields. The molecular dipole

moments, dipole polarizabilities, and higher order dipole po-
larizabilities are determined by the interaction energies of the
molecule with dipole fields, and the molecular dipole derivatives
and all the dipole polarizability derivatives are determined by
the interaction forces at nuclear sites with dipole fields. Other
high-rank molecular multipoles, polarizabilities, and their
derivatives are determined by the interactions of the molecule
with the relevant multipole fields. Such molecular multipole
properties are associated with the multipole expansion of the
electronic charge distribution. They are exact when the molecule
interacts with weak external fields. In fact, classical calculations
based on molecular multipoles, multipole polarizabilities, mul-
tipole derivatives, and multipole polarizability derivatives can
predict very accurate interaction energies and interaction forces
as long as the electric fields are small.3

However, when a molecule interacts with an external charge
distribution, the multipole expansion method, viz., the molecular
multipole moments interacting with the multipole fields pro-
duced by that external charge distribution, has three major
problems: divergence,23,24truncation, and penetration25,26errors.
According to Stone’s divergence theorem,3 the divergence
sphere for a small molecule is a sphere that contains all nuclear
sites. If the external charge distribution is outside this sphere
(convergence radius), the interaction energy between the mo-
lecular multipoles and the external charge distribution formally
converges. In practical calculations, limited multipole moments
are used, and therefore, truncation error can arise from the
absence of high rank multipole moments. This error, as well as
the divergence region, can be significantly reduced if distributed
multipoles are used.3 The last error comes from the penetration
effects, which exist when the external charges are within the
molecular electron density region. For the systems we study
here, water and methane with external point charges, the point
charges are located at hydrogen bond acceptor nuclear positions,
which are outside the divergence sphere of the hydrogen donor
molecule. Although DMA is a good representation of the
molecular electron densityF(r), and a distributed polarizability
is a good representation of the molecular linear response function
ø(r,r′), they do not suffice to calculate the interaction forces.
For example, when a molecule interacts with a dipole field, the
interaction forces at atomic sites depend only on the atomic
point charges, but atomic charges in DMA are not uniquely
defined. We know the interaction forces depend on dF(r)/dλ,
but to our knowledge there is no applicable distributed model
for dF(r)/dλ. Similarly, there is also no applicable distributed
model for d∆F(r)/dλ (a distributed polarizability derivative).
Since in this paper we are particularly interested in the
satisfactory description of interaction forces, we focus at this
stage only on molecular properties. The following formalism
and discussion serve as an introduction to and direct comparison
with our subsequent charge density treatment.

All molecular multipole parameters are defined by Taylor
expansions of the interaction energies and forces with respect
to external multipole fields. For a homogeneous (i.e., dipole)
electric field, we have

where U is the molecular energy andVR is the electrostatic

U ) U(0) + (∂U/∂VR)VR + 1
2

(∂2U/∂VR∂Vâ)VRVâ +

1
6

(∂3U/∂VR∂Vâ∂Vγ)VRVâVγ + ‚‚‚

) U(0) + ARVR + 1
2

BRâVRVâ + 1
6

CRâγVRVâVγ + ‚‚‚
(1)
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potential derivative with respect to Cartesian coordinate com-
ponentR (i.e., the negative of the electric field). In this article,
the same index means summation, e.g., (∂U/∂VR)VR ) ∑R)1

3

(∂U/∂VR)VR, except where it is explicitly indicated.AR ) ∂U/
∂VR is the molecular dipole momentR component,BRâ ) ∂2U/
∂VR∂Vâ is the negative molecular polarizability tensorRâ
component,CRâγ ) ∂3U/∂VR∂Vâ∂Vγ is the hyperpolarizability
tensorRâγ component, and so on. If the applied field is a higher
rank field (e.g., quadrupole), the coefficientsA, B, andC are
then the high rank multipole moment, polarizability, and
hyperpolarizability, respectively (i.e.,ARâ for VRâ, BRâR′â′ for
VRâVR′â′, etc.). For the forces (F ) -∂U/∂λ), we have

whereλ is the atomic Cartesian or internal coordinate. Therefore,
the interaction forces are determined by all of the molecular
dipole derivatives (-AR

λ), dipole polarizability derivatives
(BRâ

λ ), and dipole hyperpolarizability derivatives (-CRâγ
λ ). For

high-rank multipole fields, all definitions are similar. Thus, the
physical meaning of the parametersA, B, and C depends on
the rank of the applied field; they are just the linear, quadratic,
and cubic term coefficients in the Taylor expansion. We already
noted5 that the red-shifted and blue-shifted hydrogen-bond donor
OH and CH bonds have different dipole derivative properties:
parallel (for OH) and antiparallel (for CH) to the bond direction
(X f H, which is parallel to the local electric field of the
acceptor). When the molecule is in a dipole field parallel to the
bond, all of the observed structure and spectroscopic properties
can be understood very clearly from the balance between the
permanent and induced dipole derivatives.

For the systems for which we are presently interested in
obtaining molecular multipole properties and checking the
validity of the multipole expansion method (H2O and CH4), we
have done four calculations, all on a model of the molecule
interacting with a-0.5e point charge at distances from the origin
at the O or C atom and along the OH or CH bond (the z
direction) of 3 (a typical hydrogen-bond distance) to 20 Å. In
this case, the electric fields are simple: the diagonal and some
nonzero off-diagonal fields are

The four calculations (with the-0.5e charge and the isolated
equilibrium monomer structures) are:

1. Ab initio calculation of the molecule and point charge.
2. Ab initio calculation of the molecule with the full electric

fields up to the hexadecapole field produced by the point charge,
as given by eq 3.

3. Ab initio calculations of the molecule with only the
diagonal electric field components, viz., Vz, Vxx, Vyy, Vzz, Vzzz,
Vxxxx, Vyyyy, andVzzzz.

4. Classical calculation using parameters (i.e., theA, B, and
C) derived from the same electric fields as in 3.

Calculation 1 provides quantum-mechanical data for the
molecule interacting with a point charge. Calculation 2 provides
data based on the molecular multipole expansion method, the

validity of which can be checked by comparing 2 with 1. The
differences between calculations 2 and 3 show the influence of
the off-diagonal electric field (Vxxz, Vyyz, Vxxyy, Vxxzz, andVyyzz)
contributions. The differences between calculations 3 and 4 show
the cross-interaction contributions by the off-diagonal polariz-
abilities and their derivatives, which would not be included in
4, and the validity of the classical perturbation formula.

All the calculations were done with Gaussian 98,27 at the HF/
6-311++G** level.

Calculations 1-3 are straightforward. In deriving all multipole
moments, polarizabilities, and their derivatives up to hexade-
capole, for simplicity only diagonal terms were considered. To
determine theA, B, andC parameters, a total of 12 electric fields
were applied:VR, VRR, VRRR, andVRRRR for R ) x, y, andz.
From the analytically calculated energiesU (eq 1) and forces
Fλ (eq 2), all the parameters can be computed numerically. In
these calculations, the applied fields were in the order of 10-3

a.u. for the dipole (D) and quadrupole (Q), 10-4 for the octopole
(O), and 10-5 for the hexadecapole (H) fields. For a givenR,
theVR are varied and the ab initio calculated energies (or forces)
are fit to a Taylor expansion. The coefficient of the leading
term is the molecular dipole moment,A (or the negative
molecular dipole derivative,Aλ), the coefficient of the quadratic
term is the negative polarizability tensor,B (or the polarizability
derivative, Bλ), and the coefficient of the cubic term is the
hyperpolarizability tensor,C (or the negative hyperpolarizability
derivative, Cλ). When the applied fields areVRR, VRRR, and
VRRRR, the A, B, and C parameters are for the quadrupole,
octopole, and hexadecapole quantities, respectively. These
quantities are listed in Table 1 for the H2O and CH4 molecules.

From this table and eqs 2 and 3, we see the following. The
molecular dipole derivatives (-Az

λ) for the OH (0.2308) and
CH (-0.1812) bonds have opposite directions, respectively
parallel to the OH bond (and resulting in a positive, or
elongating, force) and antiparallel to the CH bond (and resulting

TABLE 1: Multipole Parameters for H 2O and CH4

H2O CH4

multipolea energyb forcec energyb forcec

dipole Az 0.5186 -0.2308 0.0 0.1812
Bz -6.8545 7.6969 -13.6905 9.8542
Cz -18.0 54.0 -25.0 49.5

quadrupole Axx -5.5944 0.5366 -6.2586 0.3337
Ayy -3.9042 0.4750 -6.2586 0.3337
Azz -3.5668 0.8765 -6.2586 1.5202
Bxx -21.8471 39.6294 -64.8251 -1.4971
Byy -24.2471 39.8294 -64.8456 -1.4871
Bzz -24.1941 34.4706 -68.9535 -57.8738
Cxx -2000 500 -2744 -227.5
Cyy -1000 500 -2948 -157.0
Czz -1000 -1500 -3383 -12875

octopole Azzz 1.3239 2.5673 1.0988 5.9634
Bzzz -384.1177 3970 1529 -392
Czzz 0.0 0.0 -613000 -1902500

hexadecapoleAxxxx -17.5539 2.2265 -41.9214 0.4159
Ayyyy -15.2747 1.8653 -41.9227 0.4159
Azzzz -14.4153 7.9770 -41.2645 17.8965
Bxxxx -3471 390529 -18515 -2142
Byyyy -3706 390294 -19952 -1972
Bzzzz -3706 391059 -23252 -18132
Cxxxx 0.0 0.0 0 0
Cyyyy 0 0 0 0
Czzzz 0 0 0 0

a General component in eqs 1 and 2.b A: multipole moment;-B:
multipole polarizability;C: multipole hyperpolarizability.c -Aλ: mul-
tipole moment derivative;Bλ: multipole polarizability derivative;-Cλ:
multipole hyperpolarizability derivative. Force on OH bond for H2O
and CH bond for CH4.

Fλ ) -∂U/∂λ ) -∂U(0)/∂λ - (∂2U/∂VR∂λ)VR -
1
2

(∂3U/∂VR∂Vâ∂λ)VRVâ - 1
6

(∂4U/∂VR∂Vâ∂Vγ∂λ)VRVâVγ + ‚‚‚

) F0
λ + AR

λVR + 1
2

BRâ
λ VRVâ + 1

6
CRâγ

λ VRVâVγ + ‚‚‚ (2)

Vz ) q/r2, Vzz) q2/r3, Vzzz) q6/r4, Vzzzz) q24/r5, Vxx )

Vyy ) -q/r3, Vxxxx) Vyyyy) q9/r5, Vxxz) Vyyz)

-q3/r4, Vxxyy) q3/r5, Vxxzz) Vyyzz) -q12/r5 (3)
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in a negative, or contracting, force). However, the induced dipole
derivatives from the dipole polarizability derivatives (theBz

λ

terms), both being negative, result in positive, i.e., elongating,
forces. For the quadrupoleVzz field, with similar negative
parameters for OH (-0.8765) and CH (-1.5202) for the
permanent quadrupole derivatives, both bonds experience nega-
tive (contracting) forces. However, from the induced quadrupole
derivatives, the OH bond experiences a positive force, whereas
the CH bond experiences a negative force. Therefore, when the
molecule interacts with a quadrupole field, we can expect the
bond length changes of OH and CH to have different features.
We turn now to the application of these results to the specific
molecule-point charge interactions.

Water. The variation of energy with distance of the point
-0.5e charge from the O atom along the O-H (z) axis is shown
in Figure 1a for each of the four calculations. We see that when
the distance is larger than 9 Å the interaction energies from all
calculations are exactly the same. As the distance decreases,
the energy from (ab initio) calculation 1 becomes increasingly
negative, whereas those from the other calculations increasingly
depart and below∼5 Å are going positive. The off-diagonal
field contributions, comparing calculations 2 and 3, are quite
large at short distances, whereas a comparison of calculations
3 and 4 shows that the cross-interactions are not significant.

More detailed information is provided by 4, which, since
classical, can give the contributions from the individual D, Q,
O, and H fields. These are shown in Figure 1b. Noting the signs
of the VR in eq 3, we see that permanent interaction energies
for D (with parameter 0.5186) and O (with parameter 1.3239)
are negative Although the Qzz (i.e., Azz for energy) component
has a positive interaction energy, the negative contributions from
Qxx (Axx) and Qyy (Ayy) (sinceVxx andVyy are positive) overcome
Qzz, resulting in a total negative Q interaction energy. The

induction energies for D, Q, and O are negative, so we have a
total negative interaction energy. It is interesting that the D+
Q energy is very close to the ab initio energy from 1. All
diagonal H components have positive interaction energy. At
large distances, this energy contribution is minimal, but at short
distances, it is much larger than the other interaction energies,
resulting in the wrong total interaction energy trend and
dominating the whole interaction energy. This behavior is clear
evidence of the breakdown of the multipole expansion method
at short (comparable to hydrogen-bond) distances.

The variation of initial force with distance for each of the
four calculations is shown in Figure 2a. At distances larger than
∼7 Å, all calculations give similar results,∼0. At 5 Å, the
calculated forces start to diverge, with the wrong trend from
the multipole expansion calculations: forces from 1 keep going
up moderately, forces from 2 and 3 keep going down, and forces
from 4 go up explosively. From the molecular multipole
derivatives, we can see that the dipole derivative gives a positive
force contribution. SinceVzz ) -2Vxx ) -2Vyy, the magnitude
of 2dQzz/dr (i.e., Azz for force) is larger than dQxx/dr + dQyy/
dr, and therefore, we have a total negative force from the
permanent quadrupole derivative. The O and H permanent
derivatives also contribute negative forces, so that the total force
from the permanent multipole derivatives depends on the balance
between the positive force from D and the negative force from
Q + O + H. This analysis is consistent with the trends in 2
and 3. The separate calculation 2 forces from D, Q, O, and H
are shown in Figure 2b at 3 Å and compared to the total 2 and
total 1, qualitatively confirming this mechanism (the small
quantitative difference is due to the absence of off-diagonal and
cross-term interactions in the sum D+ Q + O + H). The
negative rather than the positive calculation 1 forces must be
mainly attributed, as in the case of the energy, to the distorting
influence of the H field at very short distances, again revealing
the basic inadequacy of the multipole expansion approach. The

Figure 1. Interaction energies (in a.u.) of an H2O molecule as a
function of the distance (in Å) of a-0.5e point charge from the O
atom along an O-H direction. (a) Based on four calculations (see
text): ab initio, point charge (1),b; ab initio, full electric field (2),O;
ab initio, diagonal electric field (3),2; classical, diagonal electric field
(4), 4. (b) Based on four component fields in classical calculation:
dipole (D),9; quadrupole (Q),0; octopole (O),1; hexadecapole (H),
+.

Figure 2. Interaction forces on an H2O molecule OH bond (as in Figure
1). (a) Based on four calculations (see Figure 1 caption). (b) Full
calculations 1 and 2, plus ab initio calculation 2 for individual fields
at 3 Å.
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source of the huge positive force in the classical calculation (at
a value of 1.045 at 3 Å, orders of magnitude off the scale of
Figure 2a) also resides in the H term, which contributes 1.032
au at 3 Å. Thus, the positive contributions from the induced
multipole derivatives are not representative of the polarization
when the electric field is large, and are particularly sensitive to
the H component at distances where in effect the charge begins
to penetrate the molecular charge distribution.

Methane.The energy variations with distance for calculations
1-4 are shown in Figure 3a. Again we see that the multipole
expansion calculation has the wrong trend: the energies from
1 become more negative as the distance decreases, but all of
the other energies keep going up. Since the differences between
2, 3, and 4 are small, we can base our discussion on 4. In Figure
3b, the contributions from D, Q, O, and H are shown. The wrong
trend again comes from the H contribution. Because there is
no dipole moment, and the Qxx, and Qyy components cancel the
Qzz contribution, the contributions from the permanent D and
Q are zero. Similar to water, O has a negative but H has a
positive contribution from the permanent part, the balance
between O and H determining the total interaction energy from
the permanent multipoles. All induction contributions are
negative, though small, the trend from D+ Q + O being correct
at short distances. The permanent H contribution dominates the
interaction energy and gives the wrong results, very similar to
the case of the water interaction energy.

The variation of force on the CH bond is shown in Figure
4a. Calculation 1 shows that this interaction force is negative
at distances larger than 6 Å, and when the distance decreases
the interaction force increases and becomes positive. From the
figure, we can see that any multipole method cannot reproduce
such a turning feature: even for the dipole part, at 4 Å distance
the contribution from the induced dipole derivative cannot
overcome the contribution from the permanent dipole derivative.

In addition, all Q, O, and H induced multipole derivatives have
negative force contributions. The individual 4 contributions from
D, Q, O, and H are shown in Figure 4b.

All calculations, whether for red- or blue-shifted groups, show
that at large distances the interaction between a point charge
and a molecule can be modeled by the multipole expansion
method, the high-order multipole contributions are small, and
the interaction is dominated by the dipole term (or first nonzero
multipole term). When the distance becomes smaller, the high-
order multipoles play more important roles. Within the hydrogen-
bond region, the high-order multipole contributions are too large
to provide a correct description of the electrostatic interaction.

Charge Density Treatment

As we have seen, the molecular multipole expansion method
fails in short distance interactions, such as the hydrogen bond,
and a distributed multipole treatment still lacks the addition of
distributed multipole derivatives that would enable a satisfactory
treatment of interaction forces. A more basic theory is desirable
to gain insight into this problem, and we have therefore explored
an approach based on the influence of the charge density
properties of a molecule on its interaction with an external
multipole distribution.

In density functional theory, the interaction energy of an N
electron system with an external perturbing electrostatic potential
V(rb) is28-30

where

Figure 3. Interaction energies (in a.u.) of a CH4 molecule as a function
of distance (in Å) of a-0.5e point charge from the C atom along a
C-H direction. (a) Based on four calculations (see text): ab initio,
point charge (1),b; ab initio, full electric field (2),O; ab initio, diagonal
electric field (3),2; classical, diagonal electric field (4),4. (b) Based
on four component fields in classical calculation: dipole (D),9;
quadrupole (Q),0; octopole (O),1; hexadecapole (H),+.

Figure 4. Forces on an CH4 molecule CH bond (as in Figure 3). (a)
Based on four calculations (see Figure 3 caption). (b) Based on four
component fields in classical calculation (see Figure 3 caption).

U(V( rb)) ) ∫[δU(V( rb))

δV( rb) ]V( rb) drb +

1
2∫∫ δ2U(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
V( rb)V( rb′) d rb drb′ +

1
6∫∫∫ δ3U(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)δV( rb′′)
V( rb)V( rb′)V( rb′′) d rb drb′ drb′′ +

‚‚‚ (4)
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is the electron density,

is the linear response function,

is the quadratic response function, and so on. From eq 5, we
have

and therefore

which is the induced electron density from the linear response
function with the perturbationV(rb). Similarly,

is from the quadratic response function, and so on.
If the perturbations are from some external distributed point

multipoles,Mka(RBk) (following the Applequist notation31), all
multipole moment components can be put in a one-dimensional
array,a ) 0 for the point charge,a ) 1-3 for the dipole,a )
4-9 for the quadrupole,a ) 10-19 for the octopole,a ) 20-
34 for the hexadecapole, and so on. For an electrostatic potential
V(rb) from Mk with its relatedT tensor,32 we haveVk(rb) ) ∑a

MkaTa(RBk,rb), and the total electrostatic potential from all point
multipoles isV(rb) ) ∑k,a MkaTa(RBk,rb). Inserting these into eq 4,
we have

where the coefficients are defined as

The high-order coefficients are defined similarly.
When only point charges are involved, we haveMk0 ) qk,

Tk0 ) 1/|rb - RBk|, andAk0 ) ∫[δU(V(rb))/δV(rb)]Tk0(rb) dr ) ∫F0-
(rb)/|rb - RBk| drb, which is the electrostatic potential atRBk from
the permanent electron densityF0, andAk0qk is the interaction
energy betweenqk and F0. The B coefficient is Bkl00 )
∫∫[δ2U(V(rb))/δV(rb)δV(rb′)] Tk0(rb)Tl0(rb) drb drb′, and since∆F1(rb)
) ∫∫[δ2U(V(rb))/δV(rb)δV(rb′)] Tl0(rb′) drb′ ) ∫∫ø(rb,rb′)/|rb - RBl| drb′
is the induced electron density from a unit point charge at
locationRBl, we haveBkl00 ) ∫∆F1(rb)/|rb - RBk| drb, which is the
electrostatic potential atRBk from the electron density induced
by a unit point charge atRBl. Therefore, 1/2Bkk00qkqk is the
induction energy between point chargeqk and the system elec-
tron densityF0(rb), and 1/2Bkl00qkql is the cross-induction energy,
or the interaction energy between the induced electron density
∆F1(rb) from point chargeqk and the point chargeql, and vice
versa.

Let λ be a parameter like a nuclear Cartesian or an internal
coordinate; then for the interaction force (Fλ ) -∂U/∂λ), the
analogue to eq 2 becomes

where

is the negative electron density derivative,

is the negative linear response function derivative, and

is the negative quadratic response function derivative. We also
have

which is the induced electron density derivative from the linear
response function derivative, and

δU(V( rb))

δV( rb)
) F( rb) (5)

δ2U(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
) ø( rb,rb′) (6)

δ3U(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)δV( rb′′)
) γ( rb,rb′,rb′′) (7)

δ2U(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
)

δF( rb)

δV( rb′)

∆F1( rb) ) ∫ δF( rb)

δV( rb′)
V( rb′) drb′ ) ∫ø( rb,rb′)V( rb′) drb′ (8)

∆F2( rb) ) ∫∫γ( rb,rb′,rb′′)V( rb′)V( rb′′) drb′ drb′′ (9)

U(V( rb)) ) ∫[δU(V( rb))

δV( rb) ] MkaTka( rb) drb +

1
2∫∫ δ2U(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
MkaTka( rb)MlbTlb( rb′) drb drb′ + ‚‚‚

) AkaMka + 1
2

BklabMkaMlb +

1
6

CklmabcMkaMlbMmc + ‚‚‚ (10)

Aka ) ∫[δU(V( rb))

δV( rb) ]Tka( rb) drb ) ∫F0( rb)Tka( rb) drb (11)

Bklab ) ∫∫ δ2U(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
Tka( rb)Tlb( rb′) drb drb′ )

∫∫ø( rb,rb′)Tka( rb)Tlb( rb′) drb drb′ (12)

Cklmabc) ∫∫∫ δ3U(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)δV( rb′′)
×

Tka( rb)Tlb( rb′)Tmc( rb′′) drb drb′ drb′′

) ∫∫∫γ( rb, rb′, rb′′)Tka( rb)Tlb( rb′)Tmc( rb′′) ×
drb drb′ drb′′ (13)

Fλ(V( rb)) ) ∫[δFλ(V( rb))

δV( rb) ]V( rb) drb +

1
2∫∫ δ2Fλ(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
V( rb)V( rb′) drb drb′ +

1
6∫∫∫ δ3Fλ(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)δV( rb′′)
V( rb)V( rb′)V( rb′′) drb drb′ drb′′ + ‚‚‚ (14)

δFλ(V( rb))

δV( rb)
) -

δdU(V( rb))

δV( rb)dλ
) -

dF( rb)
dλ

) -Fλ( rb) (15)

δ2Fλ(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
) -

δ2dU(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)dλ
) -

dø( rb,rb′)
dλ

)

-øλ( rb,rb′) (16)

δ3Fλ(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)δV( rb′′)
) -

δ3dU(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)δV( rb′′)dλ
)

-
dγ( rb,rb′,rb′′)

dλ
) -γλ( rb,rb′,rb′′) (17)

∆F1
λ( rb) ) ∫δFλ( rb)

δV( rb′)
V( rb′) drb′ ) ∫øλ( rb,rb′)V( rb′) drb′ (18)
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which is the induced electron density derivative from the
quadratic response function derivative. For external distributed
point multipolesMka(RBk)

where

In this paper, we study the interaction between point charges
and a molecule, so eqs 10 and 20 become

Because theF0(rb), ø(rb,rb′), γ(rb,rb′,rb′′), F0
λ(rb), øλ(rb,rb′), andγλ(rb,rb′,rb′′)

are all properties of the isolated molecule, for given external
point multipole distributions (atRBk) the A, B, andC (eqs 11-
13) andAλ, Bλ, andCλ (eqs 21-23) have very clear physical
meanings and could be calculated if the above six molecular
functions were known, and the molecular interaction energies
and interaction forces could be predicted accordingly. In the
absence of full knowledge of these quantities, however, we can
obtain theA, B, and C directly. We can see the similarities
between eqs 1 and 2 and eqs 24 and 25. The same symbolsA,
B, andC are used since they are the linear, quadratic, and cubic
Taylor expansion coefficients, although the actual physical
meanings ofA, B, andC depend on the external electric fields
(in the first case) or the external point multipole distributions
(in the second case). They both can be determined from ab initio
calculations. Because no multipole expansion is involved in the
charge density treatment, there are no divergence, truncation,
or penetration problems. In ab initio calculations, the contribu-
tions to the interaction energies and forces from nuclear charges
are included, and since no polarization exists for a nuclear
charge, nuclear charge effects will appear only in the linear term:

where theZi’s are the N nuclear charges. The interaction energy
among external charges is not included in our definition (but is
included in Gaussian ab initio calculations), since we define
the cross-interaction between point charges by polarization and
not by the direct interaction.

As a first step, we compute allA, B, andC coefficients from
eqs 24 and 25 for some specific interesting configurations. We
model the electrostatic interactions in H2O‚‚‚H2O and CH4‚‚‚
FH dimers by hydrogen donor molecules together with acceptor
point charges located at the second water atomic sites and at
the FH sites, with the ab initio intermolecular geometry,
respectively. The monomer structures are the isolated minimum
energy structures. When there is more than one point charge,
there are cross-interactions among the sites. Such a nonadditive
effect comes from polarization, the induced charge distribution
from one site interacting with point charges at other sites. In
this study, only the cross-interactions are considered which
involve two sites, the high-order cross-interactions involving
more then two sites not being included. The H2O calculations
were done with Gaussian 98,27 the CH4 calculations with
GAMESS.33

Water Dimer. Similar to the electric field method, all
parameters were derived by numerical calculations. For param-
eters related to the acceptor O atom site, the point charge was
put on the O site and from ab initio calculated energies and
forces theA, B, andC parameters were derived. When the two
point charges were put on the O and H atoms, the cross-terms
for these atoms could be derived, the HH cross-terms being
derived in the same way.

The calculated parameters for each site as well as the cross-
interaction terms are listed in Table 2. TheA parameter is simply
the electrostatic potential from the permanent charge distribution;
theB parameter is related to the electrostatic potential from the
induced charge distribution. The difference between the param-
eters for the O and H sites reflects the distance effect. The
parameters for the OH bond force are very different:A being
much larger thanB means that the interaction with the charge
density derivative is the large and dominating interaction force.
Since the charge at O in the hydrogen bond is negative, the
interaction force is positive and this contributes to bond
elongation. (The counteracting force of the positive H atom
interactions is not large enough to overcome the elongating force
from the O atom, nor in the actual dimer does the exchange-
repulsion contracting force from the O atom counterbalance the
net electrostatic elongating interaction.)

Using these parameters with an O (potential-derived) charge
of -0.8196e, the ab initio and classical calculated values of
the energy are listed in Table 3 and the respective OH forces in
Table 4. The classical calculation provides the different interac-
tion energy components and thus gives more detailed informa-
tion: the permanent charge interaction energies are the leading
term, the diagonal induction energies are all negative, whereas
the contributions from the O and H atom cross-interactions are
positive. The excellent agreement of the classical with ab initio
results is evident (the calculation up to quadratic terms being
best). The OH bond interaction force is dominated by the
permanent charge derivatives, all of the induction contributions

∆F2
λ( rb) ) ∫∫γλ( rb,rb′,rb′′)V( rb′)V( rb′′) drb′ drb′′ (19)

Fλ(V( rb)) ) ∫[δFλ(V( rb))

δV( rb) ] MkaTka( rb) drb +

1
2∫∫ δ2Fλ(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
MkaTka( rb)MlbTlb( rb′) d rbdrb′ + ‚‚‚

) Aka
λ Mka + 1

2
Bklab

λ MkaMlb +

1
6

Cklmabc
λ MkaMlbMmc + ‚‚‚ (20)

Aka
λ ) ∫[δFλ(V( rb))

δV( rb) ]Tka( rb) drb ) -∫Fλ( rb)Tka( rb) drb (21)

Bklab
λ ) ∫∫ δ2Fλ(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)
Tka( rb)Tlb( rb′) drb drb′ )

-∫∫øλ( rb,rb′′)Tka( rb)Tlb( rb′) drb drb′ (22)

Cklmabc
λ ) ∫∫∫ δ3Fλ(V( rb))

δV( rb)δV( rb′)δV( rb′′)
×

Tka( rb)Tlb( rb′)Tmc( rb′′) drb drb′ drb′′

) -∫∫∫γλ( rb,rb′,rb′′)Tka( rb)Tlb( rb′)Tmc( rb′′)
drb drb′ drb′′ (23)

U(q(RBk)) ) Akqk + 1
2

Bklqkql + 1
6

Cklmqkqlqm + ‚‚‚ (24)

Fλ(q(RBk)) ) Ak
λqk + 1

2
Bkl

λ qkql + 1
6

Cklm
λ qkqlqm + ‚‚‚

(25)

U(q(RBk)) ) ∑
i)1

N Ziqk

|RBk - RBi|
) Ak

Zqk (26)

FBi(q(RBk)) )
Ziqk(RBi - RBk)

|RBk - RBi|3
) ABk

Zqk (27)
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being relatively small. Again we see that the classical calculation
can very accurately reproduce the ab initio value, with the
quadratic treatment giving best agreement.

Methane-FH. The charge density expansion parameters are
listed in Table 5. For the energy, and different from the water
case, the diagonalB parameters are large, indicating that CH4

is much more easily polarized. The off-diagonalB parameter
is negative, so we have a positive cross-interaction energy. We
can see from this that all interactions are important. For the
force parameters, the linear parameterA has an opposite sign
to that of water, indicating that a negative point charge causes
a contracting force. The quadratic parameterB shows that the
induction interaction always causes an elongating force. The
net force will be the balance between these. This is exactly the
same as CH4 in a dipole field. The agreement of the classical
and ab initio calculations of the energy and force with (potential
derived) point charges-0.47e (F) and 0.47e (H) are given in
Tables 6 and 7 and are seen, as expected, to be excellent. (We
have seen in the formic acid dimer15 that both positive and
negative electrostatic C-H forces can occur, and because this
net result is generally small and the exchange-repulsive interac-
tion always contributes a generally large negative force, the total

TABLE 2: Charge Density Expansion Parameters for H2Oa

energy forcec

parameterb Od Hd OHe HHe Od Hd OHe HHe

A 0.02714 0.015475 -0.4268 -0.3387
B -0.01234 -0.005237 -0.00787 -0.00490 -0.004083 -0.01587 -0.0132 -0.01829

0.56174f 0.35027f

C -0.0043 -0.00099 0.03555 0.01245

a Based on point charges located at hydrogen-bond acceptor positions.b In eqs 24 and 25.c Force on the OH bond (to be multiplied by 10-2).
d Diagonal terms in the interaction.e Cross-interaction terms involving these two atoms.f Point charge to point charge self-interaction.

TABLE 3: Water Energies:a Calculated Classical
Componentsb Based on Charge Density Properties
Compared to ab Initio

component O atom H atom total 1c total 2d

linear -0.02224 0.00634 -0.00956
quadratic
induction -0.00414 -0.00044 -0.00502
crosse 0.00446f -0.31852g -0.31406
totalh -0.32864 -76.38206
cubic
induction 0.00040 -0.00001 0.00038
crossi -0.00056
totalj -0.32883 -76.38226
ab initio -76.38206

a Water molecule interacting with three point charges (-0.8196e,
0.4098e, and 0.4098e) located at hydrogen-bond acceptor positions, in
a.u. b Based on eq 24.c Interaction energies only.d Interaction plus
isolated monomer energies.e Includes all cross-terms plus the self-
energy of the point charge interactions.f All cross interactions.g Total
point charge to point charge interaction energy.h Linear + quadratic
terms.i Includes all cross-terms.j Linear + quadratic+ cubic terms.

TABLE 4: Water OH Forces: a Calculated Classical
Componentsb Based on Charge Density Properties
Compared to ab Initio

component O atom H atom total

linear 3.4983 -1.3881 0.7221
quadratic
induction -0.0137 -0.0133 -0.0403
crossc 0.0581
totald 0.7398
cubic
induction -0.0326 0.0014 -0.0298
crossc 0.0552
totale 0.7653
ab initio 0.7383

a Water molecule interacting with three point charges (-0.8196e,
0.4098e, and 0.4098e) located at hydrogen-bond acceptor positions, in
a.u. (to be multiplied by 10-3). b Based on eq 25.c Includes all cross-
terms.d Linear+ quadratic terms.e Linear+ quadratic+ cubic terms.

TABLE 5: Charge Density Expansion Parameters for CH4
a

energyc forcec

parameterb Fd Hd FHe Fd Hd FHe

A 0.09524 0.04094 0.16861 0.1463
B -0.58988 -0.23990 -0.37560 0.71487 0.2647 0.4347
C -0.1098 -0.0245 0.2392 0.0577

a Based on point charges located at positions of F and H atoms.b In
eqs 24 and 25.c In a.u. (to be multiplied by 10-2). d Diagonal terms in
the interaction.e Cross-interaction terms involving these two atoms.

TABLE 6: CH 4 Energies:a Calculated Classical
Componentsb Based on Charge Density Properties
Compared to ab Initio

component F atom H atom total 1c total 2e

linear -0.44764 0.19241 -0.25523
quadratic
induction -0.65152 -0.26497 -0.91649
cross 0.82970 0.82970
total -0.34203
cubic
induction 0.01899 -0.00424 0.01475
cross -0.01360
totald -0.34088 -40.20951
ab initio -40.20951

a CH4 molecule interacting with two point charges (-0.47e and
0.47e) located at F and H positions, in a.u. (to be multiplied by 10-3).
b Based on eq 24.c Interaction energies only.d Includes all terms.
e Interaction plus isolated monomer energies (not to be multiplied by
10-3).

TABLE 7: CH 4 CH Forces:a Calculated Classical
Componentsb Based on Charge Density Properties
Compared to ab Initio

component F atom H atom total

linear -0.79248 0.68762 -0.10486
quadratic
induction 0.78958 0.29236 1.08194
crossc -0.96035 -0.96035
totald 0.016733
cubic
induction -0.04139 0.00998 -0.03141
crossc 0.02736
totale 0.01268
totalf 0.01271
ab initio 0.01240

a CH4 molecule interacting with two point charges (-0.47e and
0.47e) located at F and H positions, in a.u. (to be multiplied by 10-3).
b Based on eq 25.c Includes all cross-terms.d Linear+ quadratic terms.
e Linear+ quadratic+ cubic terms.f Calculated plus ab initio isolated
molecule CH bond force.
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initial force in an actual hydrogen bond leads to contraction
and a resulting blue shift.)

Discussion

We have seen that, at hydrogen-bonded distances, the
molecular multipole expansion fails to account for electrostatic
interaction energies and forces, particularly as higher order
multipoles are included. Stone and Alderton have given a very
detailed analysis of convergence properties of molecular and
distributed multipoles.34 Another perspective on this is gained
by comparing the relative magnitudes of these terms. For the
point charge, we can see (eq 3) thatVzzzz/Vzzz) 4/r, Vzzzz/Vzz )
12/r2, and Vzzzz/Vz ) 24/r3. For water, we have from the
multipoles (AR in Table 1)Mzzzz) -14.4,Mzzz ) 1.3, Mzz )
3.6, andMz ) 0.5. Since the ratio of the H interaction energy
to others isU(H)/U(O) )VzzzzMzzzz/VzzzMzzz) 44.3/r, U(H)/U(Q)
) 48/r2, andU(H)/U(D) ) 691/r3, and the hydrogen bondr ∼
3 Å ) 5.7 bohr, we find thatU(H)/U(O) ) 7.8,U(H)/U(Q) )
1.5, andU(H)/U(D) ) 3.7. Obviously these ratios are too large,
and the expansion method does not apply. For CH4, there is no
dipole moment, the quadrupole makes no contribution, and with
Mzzz) 1.1,Mzzzz) -41.3, and the hydrogen bondr being∼4
Å, the ratio U(H)/U(O) ) 19.9. This is also too large, and the
expansion breaks down.

The interaction forces depend on molecular multipole deriva-
tives, which show convergence properties similar to those of
the multipoles. Thus, for the water OH bond force, with the
field ratiosVzzzz/Vz ) 24/r3 andVzzz/Vz ) 6/r2, and the derivative
ratios Mzzzz

λ /Mz
λ ) 34.7 andMzzz

λ /Mz
λ ) 11.1, the ratio of

interaction forces isF(H)/F(D) ) VzzzzMzzzz
λ /VzMz

λ ) (9.41/r)3

and F(O)/F(D) ) VzzzMzzz
λ /VzMz

λ ) (8.16/r)2. For a point
charge at the hydrogen bond distancer ∼ 3 Å ) 5.7 bohr, the
contributions from the hexadecapole and octopole derivatives
are much larger than that from the dipole derivative, resulting
in a wrong interaction force. For the CH bond in CH4, Mzzzz

λ /
Mz

λ ) 98.8,Mzzz
λ /Mz

λ ) 32.9, andMzz
λ /Mz

λ ) 8.4, and we find
thatF(H)/F(D) ) (13.3/r)3 andF(O)/F(D) ) (14.0/r)2. At r ∼
4 Å ) 7.6 bohr, the interaction force ratio of hexadecapole and
octopole to dipole is also much larger than 1. Since the
convergence radii of H2O (OH bond length) and CH4 (CH bond
length) are smaller than the hydrogen bond distances for these
systems, the discrepancies from ab initio must come from
truncation and penetration errors.

It is interesting that, although at the hydrogen-bonding
distance the high-order multipole expansion does not work, the
low-order multipoles usually give a correct trend and a good
value. For example, we show in Figure 5a that the D+ Q
multipole description of the water energy is very close to the
ab initio results. In the case of the OH interaction force, Figure
5b, although the trend is correct, even the D term (let alone D
+ Q) does not match the ab initio value; however, it may not
be difficult to adjust the polarization parameter to fit the ab
initio force. For CH4, the D and Q terms are zero, but it is
interesting that the octopole can roughly reproduce the ab initio
interaction energy (Figure 6a). For the CH force (Figure 6b),
however, the trends from all terms are incorrect; a stronger
induced dipole derivative would be needed to reproduce the ab
initio force. Clearly, each molecular system has its own
characteristics with respect to such possible approximations.

Our energy results are consistent with previous studies.21,25,26

For example, the molecular multipole divergence in intermo-
lecular interactions was reported by Fowler and Buckingham,21

with a common acceptance that distributed multisite multipoles
can improve the convergence of the molecular electrostatic

potential (MEP). Stone et al.34 showed that the magnitudes of
multipoles at each site converge (i.e., decrease) very quickly
by the DMA method, which then improves the MEP conver-
gence dramatically. We can see from our results that this is

Figure 5. Comparison of H2O/point charge and partial multipole/point
charge calculations. (a) Energies (in a.u.) as a function of the distance
(in Å) of ab initio, point charge (1),b, and classical, diagonal electric
field (4) for dipole (D) plus quadrupole (Q) terms,0. (b) Force (in
a.u.) on OH bond as a function of distance (in Å) of ab initio, point
charge (1),b, and classical, diagonal electric field (4) for dipole (D)
term, 9.

Figure 6. Comparison of CH4/point charge and partial multipole/point
charge calculations. (a) Energies (in a.u.) as a function of the distance
(in Å) of ab initio, point charge (1),b, and classical, diagonal electric
field (4) for octopole (O) term,1. (b) Force (in a.u.) on CH bond as
a function of distance (in Å) of ab initio, point charge (1),b, and
classical, diagonal electric field (4) for dipole (D) term,9.
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crucial for the multipole expansion method. Popelier et al.23,24

also show that the atomic multipoles from AIM (atoms in
molecules) work very well in intermolecular interactions because
each atom has an atomic basin that is defined in real space and
corresponds to a formal convergence radius. Unfortunately,
distributed models for molecular force-related properties are still
at a very early stage of development.35-37

In the charge density expansion method, the response
functions and response function derivatives are six- (linear) or
nine- (quadratic) dimensional and are complicated. For our
purpose, the differences between blue- and red-shifted hydrogen-
bond donor molecule electrostatic properties are important, and
can be studied by the definedA, B, and C parameters for a
specific configuration. The interaction energy and forces
between a point charge and a molecule can be accurately
reproduced by a classical calculation based on the derived
parameters. The differences inAλ’s reflect the differences in
Fλ’s, which are more precise than dipole derivatives. More
detailed properties of these parameters will be given in a
subsequent paper.38

Conclusions

The molecular multipole expansion treatment to describe the
electrostatic interaction properties of CH‚‚‚O and O-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bonds fails because high-order multipoles cause large
discrepancies (divergences) in interaction energies and forces.
This is fundamentally a result of the inadequacy of such an
expansion when the source of the electric field (from the
acceptor molecule) in effect penetrates the electron density
distribution of the donor atoms.

We have explored an approach in which in effect one
examines the interactions of the charge density of the donor
molecule to an external multipole distribution established by
the acceptor molecule. Such a treatment gives an exact
reproduction of the ab initio results, thus implicitly including
the penetration effect. The difference between blue- and red-
shifted hydrogen bonds is seen to reside in the fact that, for the
former (CH), the interaction of a negative (acceptor) charge with
the permanent charge density derivative of the donor results in
a negative force on the CH bond while the interaction with the
induced charge density derivative results in a positive force,
whereas for the latter (OH), both forces are positive. In addition,
from the charge density treatment, we see that the penetration
produces a positive force for both CH and OH bonds.38

Therefore, the OH bond always has a large positive force,
whereas CH has a small negative or positive force depending
on the balance between these three forces. As we pointed out,5,15

the dipole derivative properties of the hydrogen-bond donor OH
and CH bonds (more exactly, the charge distribution derivative
properties) are different in the actual hydrogen-bonding environ-
ment: the OH bond has a large positive electrostatic interaction
force, which overcomes the negative force from the exchange-
repulsive interaction, resulting in bond elongation; the CH bond
has a weak positive or even a negative electrostatic force,
depending on the balance between permanent and induced
charge derivatives, that, working with the exchange-repulsive
interaction, makes it possible to shorten the bond.

Finally, and simply, to what should be attributed the origin
of a blue-shifted hydrogen bond? As a hydrogen bond forms,
the interaction energy must be negative, which is the same for
blue-shifted or red-shifted hydrogen bonds, arising mainly from
electrostatic interactions, including the polarization interaction.
Therefore, their linear response functions are similar. However,
the opposite behavior of CH and OH bonds is a structure-related

change, which, as pointed out by Feynman,4 depends essentially
on forces, in this case on the fact that their charge density
derivatives with respect to these bonds are different. Thus,
although both types of bonds share qualitatively (and roughly
quantitatively) similar exchange-repulsive interactions, the
exhibited difference resides basically in their dissimilar elec-
trostatic interactions.

In light of these studies, the future challenge, particularly for
energy function development,1 will be to develop a distributed
multipole and multipole derivative model that can simulta-
neously account for interaction energies and forces and can be
applied in intermolecular interaction studies.
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